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Abstract 
Mobility in wireless sensor networks poses unique 

challenges to the medium access control (MAC) pro- 
tocol design. P ~ v i o u s  MAC protocols for sensor net- 
works assume static sensor nodes and focus on  energy- 
eficiency. In  this paper, we present a mobility- 
adaptive, collision-free medium access control protocol 
(A!lh!lAC) for mobile sensor networks. MMAC caters 
for  both weak mobility (e.g., topology changes, mode 
joins, and node failures) and strung mobility (e.g., 
concurrent node joins and failures, and physical mo- 
bility of nodes). MMAC as a scheduling-based protocol 
and thus it guarantees collision avoidance. MMAC al- 
lows nodes the transmission rights at particular time- 
slots based on th.e traffic information and mobility pat- 
tern of the nodes. Simulation results indicate that 
the performance of MMAC is equivalent to that of 
TRAMA [ l ]  in static sensor network environments. 
In  sensor networks with mobile nodes or high network 
dynamics, hIMAC outperforms existing MAC proto- 
cols, like TRAMA and S-MAC 121, an t e r m s  of energy- 
eficie m y ,  delay, and packet delivery. 

1 Introduction 
Wireless sensor networks have emerged as one of 

the first real applications of ubiquitous computing. 
Sensor networks play a key role in bridging the gap 
between the physical and the computational world by 
providing reliable, scalable, fault tolerant, and accu- 
rate monitoring of physical phenomena. Sensor net- 
work environments, inherently different from the In- 
t.ernet, pose some unique challenges to systems re 
searchers. Energy efficiency has been considered as the 
single most important design challenge in sensor net- 
works [3]. Hence, the recent work on medium access 
control (MAC) protocol for sensor networks focused on 
energy efficiency instead of, traditional wireless MAC 
design goals such as fairness, delay, and bandwidth 
utilization [4. 

In previous work on MAC protocols for wireless 
sensor networks, it is generally assumed that the 
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sensor nodes are static. Researchers have, how- 
ever, envisioned sensor networks with mobile sensor 
nodes [5]. In this paper, we show that the current 
MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks are not 
suited for, mobile sensor network environments, and 
present a mobility-adaptive, collision-free medium ac- 
cess control (MMAC) protocol for sensor networks. 
MMAC follows the design principles of TRAMA ill - 
a scheduling-based MAC protocol for static multi-hop 
wireless sensor networks. 

In mobile environments the fixed hame time of cur- 
rent MAC protocols causes performance degradation 
in a number of ways: a) the mobile nodes, upon joining 
a new neighborhood, need to wait for a long time be- 
fore they can send data, b) in contention-based MAC 
protocols, there is a considerable increase in packet 
collisions, c) in schedulebased MAC protocols, the 
two-hop neighborhood information at each node re 
mains inconsistent for a long period which could ef- 
fect the correctness of the protocol. A dynamic frame 
time, that is inversely proportional to level of mobility, 
is required to cope with these problems. 

MMAC introduces a mobility-adaptive frame time 
that enables the protocol to dynamically adapt to 
changes in mobility patterns, making it  suitable for 
sensor environments with both high and low mobility. 
MMAC assumes that the sensor nodes are aware of 
their location. This location information is used to 
predict the mobility pattern of the nodes according to 
the AR-1 111, 121 model. We present a novel mobility- 
adaptive distributed algorit,hm that dynamically ad- 
justs the MAC frame time according to mobility. Ex- 
perimental results indicate that the performance of 
MMAC is equivalent to that of TRAMA 111 in static 
sensor network environments. In sensor networks with 
mobile nodes or high network dynamics, MMAC out- 
performs existing MAC protocols, like TRAMA and S- 
MAC, in terms of energy-efficiency, delay, and packet 
delivery. 

Section 3 
presents the MMAC protocol and section 4 presents 

We discuss related work in section 2. 
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Figure 1: Constant active time (S-MAC) vs Traffic- 
adaptive dynamic active time (T-MAC) 

simulation and testing results. We summarize conclu- 
sions in section 5. 

2 Related Work 
Traditional MAC protocols for wirdess net- 

works [20, 191, were designed to maximize bandwidth 
utilization, promote fair usage of channel by a11 nodes, 
and to reduce latency. In sensor networks, the t y p  
ically IOW data rate relaxes the need for maximum 
bandwidth utilization. These sensors generally col- 
laborate with each other to perform a common task, 
reducing the importance of fair channel usage by each 
node. Further, the sensor network applications are 
typically not sub-second delay sensitive. Hence, the 
recent work on MAC protocol design in sensor net- 
works [l, 6, 71 focused on energy efficiency and co- 

ordination instead of fairness, delay, and bandwidth 
utilization. 

The most widely used MAC protocol for sensor net- 
works is S-MAC [2]. S-MAC introduced a low-duty- 
cycle operation in multi-hop wireless sensor networks, 
where the nodes spend most of their time in sleep 
mode to reduce energy consumption (Figure 1). Pa- 
pers on T-MAC [SI and TRAMA il] showed that S- 
MAC, with h e d  sleep and awake periods, does not 
perform well with variable traffic loads. T-MAC and 
TRAMA introduced traffic-adaptive dynamic sleep 
and awake periods for sensor nodes. Traffic-adaptive 
mechanisms were also later introduced in S-MAC [7]. 
The frame time in S-MAC, TRAMA and T-MAC is 
fixed whereas we introduce mobility-adaptive dynamic 
frame times in MMAC (Figure 2). 

3 MMAC Protocol 
We only discuss the issues relevant to mobility and 

the reader is encouraged to see [l] for a detailed discus- 
sion on basic protocol functionality, traffic-adaptivity, 
schedule maintenance, neighbor discovery, and p r o b  
col correctness. 

1- Fixed Frame Time (TRAMA) -1 
. -_ 

I Scheduled Access 1 RandomAcccns 1 

+..+.- DynamicFrameTime(MMAC) I I j 

Figure 2: Fixed frame time (TRARIA) vs Mobility- 
adaptive dynamic frame time (MMAC) 

3.1 Mobility in Sensor Networks 
Sensor networks have high network dynamics; 

nodes may fail due to hardware failure or battery 
consumption, other new nodes may join the network. 
The network topology is effected by such node joins 
or failures. We define these regular network topology 
changes as weak mobility. Sensor networks with static 
nodes can also exhibit weak mobility. hiore than one 
nodes may concurrently fail or join the network. Such 
concurrent node joins and failures are, generally, more 
diffcult to handle, by the MAC protocol, than indi- 
vidual ones. Further, the sensor nodes may physically 
move from their Iocation, either because of motion in 
the medium (e.g. water, air) or by means of special 
motion hardware in the mobile sensor nodes. We de- 
fine concurrent node joins/failures and physical m e  
bility of nodes as strong mobility. 
3.2 Design TradeoEs 

In deciding between schedule-based or contention- 
based MAC protocol design, we preferred the 
schedule-based design as different nodes, in schedule- 
based RlAC protocols, are scheduled to communicate 
in different non-interfering sub-channel slots,these 
protocols are largely collision free. Further, as the 
receiving nodes need to listen in their own slot alone, 
a node can turn the radio off for all other slots but 
the one scheduled to it. This naturally support a low- 
duty-cycle operation and avoids over-hearing of pack- 
ets by neighbor nodes. 
3.3 Problem Definition 

homogenous sensor nodes. Let, 
Consider a multi-hop wireless sensor network with 

N,(a) + {i-hop neighbors of a node a} 
PP,(a,P) + probability that Q: E N , ( p )  

The network topology could change due to: a) 
node joins, b) node failures, C) concurrent node 
joins/failures, d)  physical mobility of individual nodes. 
Let, 
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a 1 Ni(p)  --+ in-mobility transaction, where 
cy 4 Ni(,8) before transaction, and 
a E Ni(p) after transaction 

a E N i ( p )  before transaction, and 
a # after transaction 

(TY T Ni(/3) + out-mobility t.ransaction, where 

In static network model (SNhl), the only factor ef- 
fecting PP,(a,P), when initially cy E Ni(P) ,  is node 
failure. In addition to node failure PPi(a,@)? when 
initially Q E Ni(/3),  is also effected by a T Ni(p)  in 
mobile network model (MNhl). 

In SNhl: node join can occur if: a)  new static nodes 
are deployed, b) nodes wake up after a long time, c) 
nodes recover from failure and were considered dead 
before. In MNM, node join can occur for the added 
reason of Q 1 Ni(p). Let, 

Fi + a complete frame i, under consideration 

l i  (a) 4 {nodes expected to join NZ(cr) in Fi} 
ti (a) - (nodes expected to part N ~ ( ( Y )  in Fi} 

where, T = frame time 

In hlNRl,  we assume the nodes to be static during 
Fi. The mobility behavior of N ~ ( c Y )  in F, is predicted 
during Fi-l. If a node p is expected to leave N z ( a )  
during Fi then p $ Nz(a) from the START of Fa. 
Similarly, if a node ,8 is expected to join N ~ ( c Y )  during 
Fi then p 4 N2(a) from the START of F,.  In other 
words, {li ( a )  U fi ( a ) }  4 N ~ ( L Y )  from the START of 
F, . 
3.4 Mobility Estimation 

MMAC uses location information to predict the 
mobility behavior of sensor nodes. Localization is a 
well studied problem in wireless sensor networks [B, 
9, 101. h)lost sensor network applications require that 
nodes are aware of their physical location, this loca- 
tion information is also used by MMAC. Let, 

r(a,  Fi) + current mean (x,y) of a in Fi 
where, x = x co-ordinate 
and, y = y co-ordinate 

r (0 ,Fi - I )  -+ stored mean (x,y) of a in Fi-1 
r(Cy,Fi+l) + expected mean (x,y) of a in 

We use the AR-1 model [ll,  221 for mobility esti- 
mation. The mobile node's state, at  time t ,  is defined 
by a column vector. 

S t  = [ a : t , ~ t , & : Y t , ! k , ? 7 i I f ,  (1) 
where st is the mobility state, ( x t , p t )  specify po- 

sition, & and yt specify velocity, notation f specifies 

the matrix transpose operator, and Zt and specify 
the acceleration in the x and y directions. The AR-1 
model [ll] gives, 

St+l = Ast +ut, (2) 
where A is a 6 x 6 transformation matrix, the vector 

wf is a 6 x 1 discrete-time zero mean, white Gaussian 
process with autocorrelation function R,(k) = S&, 
where do = 1 and dk = 0 when IC + 0. The matrix Q 
is the covariance matrix of wt.  The values for matrix 
A and the covariance matrix Q is estimated based on 
training data using the Yule-Walker equations 1141. 
See [l l ,  12, 131 for details. 

The mobility state information it, a t  any given time 
t could be used to  predict the mobility state at any 
time t f i .  The optimal predicted state it+% of the ma- 
bile node in the minimum mean-square error (hMSE) 
sense i s  given by, 

&+i = A'di, (3) 
3.5 Mobility- Adaptive Algorithm 

Basic idea: If a large number of nodes are expected 
to enter or leave the two-hop neighborhood of a node 
p ;  reduce the frame time and vice versa. 

1. Vo E N ,  where N = set of all 
nodes, calculate optimal predicted states 

. . , . . , it+maz, where maa: = 
frame time, and t = starting time of Fi+l 

2. V a  E N2(@), calculate 

r(Q, 4 + l >  = 
averuge($+o, .%+I,. . . , I t + + ,  . . . I 

3. Using r (p ,  Fi+1) and Y a ,  r(a, &+I) ,  populate the 
sets h l  (0) and ta+1 (PI 

4. Ifa E (li+l (P )  U ti+1 (D) }  remove Q from N 2 W )  

5. If 1 Li+l (PIU ti+l (@I 2 L a r ,  

Tnew T (& x 7) 

where T = frame time, A,,,, is a threshold value, 
and 7 is a variable. 

6, If I li+1 (PIU Ti+l (P)I I Amin, 

Tnew T + (6 x 7) 

where 7 = frame time, Amin is a threshold value, 
and 77 is a variable. 

7. Adjust the number of scheduled access and mn- 
dom access dots according to T ~ , , ,  . 
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3.6 Protocol Issues 

mobility adaptive algorithm described above: 
We identify the following issues with the generic 

1. Mobility Infommtionr Individual nodes can pre- 
dict their future mobility state as described in 
Section 111-D, but in the mobility adaptive algo- 
rithm each node requires future mobility state in- 
formation of all the current and potential two-hop 
neighbor nodes. 

2. Synchronization: Using the mobility adaptive al- 
gorithm, individual nodes could independently 
calculate frame times different from each other; 
leading to  synchronization problems in the 
schedule-based MMAC protocol. 

To address these issues we introduce cluster heads 
in MMAC. Time is divided into rounds with exactly 
one node as cluster head for a given round, r. The 
responsibility of being a cluster head is rotated among 
sensor nodes to conserve energy. We use a variation of 
the cluster head selection and rotation mechanism of 
LEACH [15] to select cluster heads in MMAC. Each 
node Q determines a random number between 0 and 
1. If the number is less than a threshold Ahead, the 
node becomes a cluster-head for the current round. 
The threshold is set as [16], 

Ahead = P x e  V ~ E G  
1 - P(r hlOD;) 

Ahead = 0 

where P is the cluster-head probability, r is the 
number of current rounds, G is the set of nodes that 
have not been cluster-heads in the l e t  $ rounds, 
Ecurrent is the current energy of the node and E,,, 
is the initial energy of the node. We define round r 
as r = k x r where, T = frame time, and k is an in- 
teger variable > 1. The number of cluster heads is 
set as 5% of the total sensor nodes, which is a reason- 
able number [15]. Each node a becomes member of a 
cluster with exactly one node as cluster-head as in the 
LEACH protocol [15]. The protocol issues addressed 
in the Sections 111-G and 111-H. 
3.7 Mobility Information 

?Ve modify the signal header and the data header of 
MAC packets to include the predicted mobility state 
information. At t h e  start of frame Fi each node a 
independently calculates the expected mean (z, y) of 
cy in frame Fi+l as, 

V a  # G 

and then sends r(a,F,+I) in the header of every 
signal and data packet generated by a. The head 
node always keeps the radio to listen mode and collects 
F(a,F,+I) for each node that transmitted a data or 
signal packet during F,. The last frame slot is reserved 
for a BROADCAST from the head. This BROAD- 
CAST from the head sends all stored l?(a,I?+l) to  
the member nodes. This ensures that each node cr 
has ‘best-effort’ knowledge of the predicted mobility 
states of it’s current and potential two-hop neighbors. 
We define this knowledge as best-effort because clearly 
the head would not have information about a node p 
that would actually move into the the two-hop neigb- 
borhood of a but has yet to transmit anything. The 
head node would get mobility information of such a 
node @ as soon as it transmits a packet. 
3.8 Synchronization 

To address the synchronization problem we change 
the last step of the generic mobility adaptive algc- 
rithm. Each node a independently calculates rnew 
but instead of adjusting the number of scheduled ac- 
cess and random access slots, a includes T,,, in the 
data and signal header along with f(a,F,+l). The 
head node of cluster c collects T,,, from the head- 
ers of transmitting nodes a E cluster c. The head 
calculates r,,,, = average(al1 received T ~ ~ ~ )  in each 
frame. We introduce a global synchronization period 
(GSP), consisting of p empty slots, that occurs at the 
end of every round r ,  where r = k x T .  At the start of 
GSP, the latest values of r,,,, are collected from all 
cluster heads and their mean value TGSP is dissemi- 
nated in the entire network. Ail participating nodes of 
the network adjust the scheduled access and random 
access slots according to ~ c s p ,  new cluster heads are 
elected and the next round begins. 

The frame time could ONLY change during a GSP. 
TGSP is the new frame for the next round with respec- 
tive scheduled access and random access slots. A GSP 
occurs after k frames (i.e. after one round) and there 
could be changes in the mobility rate during this time. 
MMAC dynamically adapts to these changes by al- 
tering the division between scheduled access and ran- 
dom access slots after each frame. Each cluster head 
sends the calculated r,,,,,, in each frame to all mem- 
ber nodes during the BROADCAST message during 
the last reserved frame slot. If the value of T~~~~ is 
less than that of the previous one stored at  the nodes. 
they increase the number of random access slots and 
decrease the scheduled access slots keeping the total 
frame time constant and vice versa. Therefore, 

e After a GSP, all frame times, schedule access 
times, and random access times would be the 
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Scheduled Access 

Edge Node Problem 

Random Acccss 

Figure 3: A node a receiving random access slot num- 
bers from more than one head node 

Schcduied Access 

same and they would reflect the mobility of all 
nodes in the network e.g. if recently most of the 
nodes exhibited greater mobility the frame time 
would be reduced. 

Random Acccss 

a After each frame before the next GSP, the frame 
times in the network would remain the same but 
the random access period of each cluster-members 
would increase or decrease reflecting the mobility 
patterns of cluster nodes. 

0 Frame t.imes would be the same '#a f network. 

0 If all twehop members of a node (Y E a cluster 
c, then their random access time and scheduled 
access time would be the same. 

We define an edge node e as a node who has twwhop 
neighbors belonging to more than one virtual cluster. 
In the two-hop neighborhood of e the frame size of twe 
hop nodes cy would be the same but the random access 
time could be different (Figure 3). Such a node e 
should use the shortest data transmission time and the 
shortest random access time out of the different access 
times in-use i.e. according to  figure 3 e should NOT 
transmit anything between the overlapping region. 

4 Simulation Results 
We did a comparative study of MMAC 'with 

TRAMA [l], SMAC [2], and CSMA. TRAMA embod- 
ies schedule-based MAC protocols €or wireless Sensor 
networks, whereas SMAC represents contention-based 
MAC protocols. As CSMA has no energy saving fea- 
tures at  all it is included in the comparison protocol 
set as a worst case protocol. The study was carried 
out by doing extensive simulations in NS2. 

The underlying physical model, in all our exper- 
iments, is based on TRIO00 [17]. For SMAC, the 
SYNC-INTERVAL is lOsec and the duty cycle is var- 
ied as either 10% or 50%. For TRAMA and MMAC, 
SCHEDULE-INTERVAL is 100 transmission slots. Ran- 
dom access period is 72 transmission slots and is re- 
peated every 10000 transmission slots. MhlAC dy- 
namically changes the number of random access pe- 
riod slots and the respective repeat rate. Nodes have 

a ' .  

Figure 4: Average packet delay (variable traffic) 

3 1 

Figure 5: Average packet delay (increasing mobility) 

transmission range of 100 meters and they are ran- 
domly deployed on a 500m x 500m plane. Tr&c is 
generated, at a variable rate, on the sensor nodes. All 
sinks are corner-sinks. In order to route a packet to 
the sink, a t  each hop the node'simply forwards the 
packet to the node closer to  the sink. The simulation 
is allowed to  run for 500 seconds and the results are 
averaged over several hundred simulation runs. 

Figure 4 gives average packet delay for the network. 
The average mobility of the nodes is set at 0.5 me- 
ters per second. Nodes generate traffic at variable 
rates. Average delay values of contention-based pro- 
tocols CSMA and SMAC, are much less then that of 
schedulebased protocols. This is because of the la- 
tency introduced by random scheduling in TRAMA 
and hlMAC. 

Figure 5 shows the change in average packet delay 
as we increase the average mobility of the participating 
nodes in the network. As, MMAC adapts it's frame 
time, number of data-transfer frames, and number of 
random-access frames, the average delay remains, d- 
most, constant with increase in mobility rate. How- 
ever, CSMA, SMAC, and TRAMA exhibit degrading 
average delay with increase in mobility rate. 

Figure 6 shows the average percentage of variable 
traffic packets successfully delivered to  sink nodes. As, 
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Figure 6: Percentage of packets received (variable traf- 
fic) 

I 

Figure 7: Percentage of packets received (increasing 
mobility) 

MMAC and TRAMA are collision-free MAC proto- 
cols they outperform SMAC and CSMA in this ex- 
periment. When we increase the mobility rate (Fig- 
ure 7), the number of successfully delivered packets for 
CSMA, SMAC, and TRAMA decrease significantly, 
whereas MMAC exhibits a minimal decrease. 

Energy-efficiency i s  the single most important per- 
formance metric for wireless sensor networks 131. We 
average the energy consumption values for ShfAC for 
all the active and sleep intervals and compare them 

: 

Figure 8: Average energy consumed per node (variable 
traffic) 

Figure 9: Average energy consumed per node (increas- 
ing mobility) 

with those of CSMA, TRAMA and RIMAC. Results 
(figure 8) show that, as expected, CSMA is the least 
energy-efficient protocol. TRAhlA nodes consume less 
energy than SMAC because TRAMA adapts better to 
variable traffic. MRlAC performs slightly better than 
TRAMA in the first part of the energy consumption 
experiment. 

Figure 9 shows that apart from CSRIA, all protocols 
are energy eEcient when the mobility of nodes is mini- 
mal or almost zero. As the nodes become more mobile 
there are more packet collisions and respective packet 
retransmissions in CSMA and SMAC. Data packets in 
TRAMA, sent to a node P moving out of the twehop 
neighborhood of node a, are lost and cause retransmis- 
sions. hlhlAC however, adapts to the mobility pattern 
of the nodes; resulting in, on average, less energy con- 
sumption by nodes when compared to TRAMA. 

5 Conclusion 
In future ubiquitous environments the individual 

tiny wireless sensors may be mobile in nature. We 
showed that the current MAC protocols for sensor net- 
work are not suited €or mobile environments and pre- 
sented a new scheduled-based MAC protocol (MMAC) 
that adapts the frame time, transmission slots, and 
random-access slots according to mobility. Our simu- 
lation results indicate that MMAC performs parallel 
to current MAC protocols when there is little or no 
mobility in the environment. However, in sensor net- 
works with mobile nodes or high network dynamics, 
MMAC outperforms existing MAC protocols in terms 
of energy-efficiency, delay, and packet delivery. 
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